Here, using a structure-based approach, we demon-RTK signaling alleviates Yan-mediated repression. In strate that Yan-SAM forms a polymeric structure and the absence of RTK stimulation, Yan resides in the nuthat polymerization is critical for repression activity. Furcleus, where it represses transcription of its target thermore, we find that Mae acts to depolymerize Yan, thereby inhibiting Yan-mediated repression. Depolymerization by Mae would facilitate Yan phosphorylation
by exposing its critical phosphorylation site. To our similar to TEL-SAM, we introduced the following hyknowledge, this is the first example of a transcriptional drophobic to hydrophilic mutations in Yan-SAM at poregulator that functions by blocking polymerizationtential EH and ML surface residues: M82E, A86D, A86R, mediated repression. Our results provide a more com-A86E, A86K, L89D, L89E, L89R, L90R, V105R, V105E, plete picture of how signals at the cell surface are couand A86D/V105E. The mutated sites are highlighted in pled to transcriptional switches-a central problem in Figure 1D . For head-to-tail polymers like TEL-SAM, biological communication.
these mutants should be monomeric, but ML surface mutants should be able to bind to EH surface mutants. As expected, all of the mutants were more soluble than Results the wild-type Yan-SAM. GST-fusion pulldown experiments indicated that the mutants are monomeric (data Yan-SAM Forms a TEL-SAM-like Polymer not shown). We therefore selected two of these monoThe SAM domain of Yan's human ortholog TEL forms a meric mutants for more detailed characterization: A86R helical polymer shown in Figures 1B and 1C with critical on the putative ML surface and V105R on the putative EH surface residues colored red and ML surface resi-EH surface. dues colored green (Kim et al., 2001 ). Mutations at both Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) was employed to A93 and V112 in the polymer interface block polymerizaassess the ability of A86R and V105R to self-associate tion, resulting in a monomeric protein. Figure 1D shows or bind to each other. As shown in Figure 2B , when a sequence alignment between TEL-SAM and Yan-SAM, A86R was attached to the chip, no binding was seen showing very high conservation in the interface resiwhen 23.1 M A86R was present in the mobile phase, dues, suggesting that Yan could also form a polymer but binding was observed when 13.8 M V105R was in similar to TEL. Consistent with this possibility, sedimenthe mobile phase. Similarly, when V105R was attached tation velocity experiments with the wild-type Yan-SAM to the chip, no binding was observed with 19.2 M (Yan residues 41-118) showed that it forms heteroge-V105R in the mobile phase, but binding was detected neous high molecular weight aggregates (data not when 15.8 M A86R was in the mobile phase ( Figure  shown) . Moreover, negative stain electron microscopy 2B). Thus, as expected for a head-to-tail polymer, A86R images of Yan-SAM, shown in Figure 2A , reveal clear and V105R do not self-associate, but they do bind to fibers. The thickness of single filaments ranges from 90 each other. to 110 Å , which is similar to the 83 Å width observed We then determined the dissociation constant for subfor the TEL-SAM polymer.
To test whether the Yan-SAM polymeric structure is unit interactions in the Yan-SAM polymer with additional Figure 2D , also reveals a close spatial correspondence between the key side chains in was measured. Thus, Yan-SAM self-association is much weaker than TEL-SAM (K d ‫2ف‬ nM) (Kim et al., 2001 ) but the polymer interface. Given the biochemical results discussed above, the otherwise behaves very similarly to TEL-SAM. These results strongly suggest that Yan-SAM forms a polyhigh degree of sequence similarity between TEL-SAM and Yan-SAM in the polymer interface residues, and the meric structure very similar to TEL-SAM.
close structural similarity ( Figure 2D ), it is reasonable to build a Yan-SAM polymer model based on the polymeric A Model for the Yan-SAM Polymer To obtain a model of the polymer structure, we solved structure of TEL-SAM. We therefore built a Yan-SAM polymer model by superimposing the monomer structure of the structure of the monomeric Yan-SAM mutant A86R. The crystal structure of Yan-SAM A86R was determined Yan-SAM on the subunits of the TEL-SAM polymer (Figure 2E) . The core of the interface in the Yan-SAM polyby molecular replacement with EPMR (Kissinger et al., 1999), using the TEL-SAM V112E monomer structure as mer model is composed of hydrophobic residues with Met82, Ala86, Leu89, Leu90 on the ML surface and the search model, and refined at 2.15 Å resolution to an structure in transcription regulation, we examined the was Yan exported to the cytoplasm ( Figure 6B ). Thus, ability of the wild-type and the mutant Mae proteins to Yan is only exported from the nucleus upon MAPK pathderepress transcription of the luciferase reporter conway activation, which leads to Yan phosphorylation. Intaining upstream ETS binding sites (EBS-luciferase). We deed, Rebay and Rubin showed that phosphorylation is found that in Drosophila S2 cells, expression of mycrequired for nuclear export (Rebay and Rubin, 1995). tagged wild-type Mae or Mae with a point mutation on the EH surface of its SAM domain (Mae M160E) inhibited Yan repression ( Figure 6A ). Mae A141D, which bears a Discussion mutation rendering it incapable of interacting with Yan through the SAM domain, however, had no effect on Mae Regulation of Yan We have discovered a new mechanism for the regulation Yan repression ( Figure 6A ). These three versions of myctagged Mae were all well expressed as revealed by of the polymeric transcriptional repressor Yan, a repressor that must be exquisitely sensitive to RTK stimulation Western blots (inset of Figure 6A) .
We further exploited these findings to ask whether at the cell surface. In particular, Mae regulates Yan by blocking Yan polymerization. As shown in detail from nuclear export of Yan is required for derepression or taining polycomb group proteins, which can then spread Yan polymerization, Mae may help to generate a state
